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Abstract

Alfv6n eidenmodes and their destabilization by energetic ions in stellara-

tors, mainly, in the Large Helical Device (LHD) plasmas, are considered. A

general expression for the instability growth rate is derived, which general-

izes that obtained in Ref. [ Ya. I. Kolesnichenko et al., Phys. Plasmas 9 5 7

(2002)] by taking into account the finite magnitude of the perturbed longi-

tudinal magnetic field. The structures of the Alfv6n continuum and A1f-v6n

eigenmodes, as well a the resonances of the wave-particle interaction, are

studied. A numerical simulation of the destabilization of Alfv6n waves with

low mode numbers during neutral-beain injection in a particular LHD shot

is carried out. The obtained solutions represent even and odd core-localized

Toroidicity-induced Alfv6n Eigenmodes, the calculated frequencies and the

mode numbers being in agreement with experimental data. The growth

rates of the instabilities axe calculated.

This work was done during the stay of Ya.I. Kolesnichenko in NIFS as a

Guest Professor from January 26, 2003 to April 25, 2003.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Alfv6n instabilities (Al) caused by energetic ions were observed in many experiments

on tokamaks.' Various Alfv6n modes were destabilized also in stellarators. 2.3 These in-

stabilities arise because of the resonant interaction between energetic ions and Alfv6nic

perturbations. Depending on plasma characteristics, the same resonances can lead to the

destabilization of either Alfv6n Eigenmodes (AE) or Energetic Particle Modes (EPM).

The frequencies of AEs lie in the gaps of the Alfv6n Continuum (AC), whereas frequen-

cies of EPM lie in AC but close to the gaps. Therefore, to know AC is important for

explaining experimental data and making predictive calculations.

A joint feature of AC in all stellarators is the presence of gaps caused by the break

of the axial symmetry of the magnetic configuration. This leads to appearance of AEs

which are absent in tokamaks.'-" Note that such gaps are present in AC of the so-called

Ctquasi-axisymmetric" stellarators as well because in these ystems only the magnetic field

strength is symmetric in flux coordinates, but not the plasma configuration. On the other

hand, different stellarators have different plasma shaping and different characteristics of

the magnetic field (shear, rotational transform, Fourier harmonics of the magnetic field

strength). Furthermore, different shots in the same machine, especially, in Large Helical

Device' (LHD), may have very different characteristics of the magnetic configuration,

which leads to different ACs.

Due to the mentioned gaps, high-frequency Als associated with the destabilization

of various Helicity-induced Alfv6n Eigenmodes (HAE instabilities) and Mirror-induced

Alfv6n eigenmodes (MAE instability) can arise in stellarator plasmas in addition to the

Toroidicity-induced Alfv6n Eigenmode (TAE) instability. This was shown in Refs.9,",

where Als in a Helias reactors were considered. High-frequency AIs were observed in

experiments on LHD and Wendelstein 7-AS (W7-AS"), but only recently they were iden-

tified as HAE and MAE instabilities."-" Moreover, detailed analyses of the instabilities

in the cited works are absent, so that further work is required for reliable conclusions.

Note that Als in stellarators may differ from those in tokamaks, not only because dif-

ferent Alfv6n modes can be excited. Another important circumstance is that the res-
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onant wave-particle interaction in stellarators has peculiarities caused by the fact that

the toroidicity is not the only factor that determines the particle drift motion. Because

of this, there exist "non-axisymmetric" resonances in stellarators, which dominate under

certain conditions.9,10

In this work, we further develop the general theory of Als in stellarators, and study

Als in a particular shot of LHD, namely, the shot 24512. In the mentioned shot, low-

mode-number Als were observed, as was reported in Refs.",". The work contains various

components of the analysis required for the identification of the Als: the structure of

Alfv6n continuum is calculated, and the main gaps are identified; the spatial structure

of AEs is considered; the resonances of the wave-particle interaction are analyzed; the

growth rates of AIs are calculated.

The structure of the work is as follows. In Sec. 11 we present a qualitative picture of

the AC and AE structure and analyze the existence of the multi-harmonic structure of

AEs- in addition, we determine the relevant resonant velocities of circulating energetic

ions in stellarators. In Sec. III an expression for the instability growth rate driven by

the circulating energetic ions is derived. t generalizes a corresponding expression of

Ref.' by taking into account the finite magnitude of the perturbed longitudinal magnetic

field. Section IV deals with Als observed in the LHD shot #24512. In this section

the experimental results are briefly described, and numerical calculations of the mode

structure and the instability growth rate are carried out. Finally, Sec. V summarizes the

obtained results and contains the conclusions drawn.

11. ALFV]tN MODES AND THEIR DESTABILIZATION: QUALITATIVE

ANALYSIS

A. Alfvgn continuum, gap modes and their structure

If the plasma were a cylinder, the dependence Of WA - kVA kjj is the longitudinal

wave number, VA is the Alfv6n velocity) on the radial coordinate, r, would determine an

Alfv6n continuum in the frequency bar Aw given by WA ....... < A 5 Spatial
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inhomogeneity of the magnetic field strength and plasma shaping aect AC. First of all,

AC is affected in the pointsr. where the pairs of cylindrical branches of AC, WAI(r) and

WA2(r) intersect. Near these points a reconnection of the branches takes place, which

produces the gaps in AC where AEs can reside. Due to this, a simple and vivid picture

of possible frequencies of AlMn gap modes, i.e., the modes that can be destabilized by

the energetic ions most easily, can be obtained by considering the intersection points of

the cylindrical branches of AC.

Let us obtain such a picture for LHD. This stellarator is characterized by a rather

large number of the field periods along the large azimuth of the torus, N = 0, and the

considerable magnetic shear: the rotational transform t(r) typically varies from - 04

at the magnetic axis to t �� I at the edge.

We proceed from the general Fourier expansions of the perturbation, the magnetic

field, B, and a contravariant component of the metric tensor given by

00
E X.,.(r) exp(imV - inW - iwt), (1)

inn=-oo

1 00
- 1: 'EU-) (r) exp(ilLd - ivNWB= 1+ 2 IA'V=-OQ B (2)

1 00
900=g +- E E( )(r)exp(ipV-iYNW) (3)

2 JA'V�-W Q

where 900 = V012; (0, 2), w) are Boozer flux coordinates with the toroidal magnetic

flux; and are the poloidal and toroidal coordinates, respectively; is the average

magnetic field at the magnetic axis; the radial coordinate r is defined by Ar 2/2- m

and n are the poloidal and toroidal mode numbers, respectively, Let us

consider a pair of Fourier harmonics of the perturbation with the mode numbers , n and

m+IL, n+ vN. Taking WAW, m, n,) = WA(t*,m+jzn+vN) and using k1l = (m - n)/RO

with R the radius of the magnetic axis, we easily obtain t* (or r*) and the characteristic

frequencies u) = kll(r*)IVA(r*) as follows: 6

w* k"11 I VA*, (4)
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2n + vN (5)
2m +it

where 'Y' denotes magnitudes at r r*, k` = (tit - N)1(2RO); below we will also use

the normalized quantity kAL' � kPLRo.

The characteristic frequencies in an LHD plasma with the dominant coupling num-

bers (it, v = 1, 0), 2, 0), 2, 1), 3, 1), (1, 1) are shown in Fig. 1. We observe that the fre-

quency regions associated with the axisymmetric Fourier harmonics of and goo = 0)

and the non-axisymmetric harmonics (v:� 0) are well separated, more than in other ma-

chines, cf. Ref.'. This is a consequence of the fact that LHD is characterized by rather

large N (for comparison: N = in W7-AS and Wendelstein 7-X"). However, we should

note that Fig. does not show the gap:width, which can be considerable. In addition, it

does not take into account that in reality the gaps can be shifted up or down because of

the mutual influence and the large magnitudes of coupling parameters. The mentioned

effect can be significant in the periphery region of LHD plasmas, see Sec. IV.

A frequency gap around w. is located at r, and in this sense this is a "local" gap.

It is of importance that does not depend explicitly on the mode numbers , n but

depends on them through T. determined by Eq. (5). Because of this, for given (p, v) no

continuum branches can approach w., which implies that there is an empty space around

w.(r.), i.e., a "global" gap formed as an envelop of the infinite number of the local gaps

located at various r.-

Formally a gap mode consists of the infinite number of Fourier harmonics. However,

in practice, there are only several considerable harmonics. Furthermore, in some cases,

(for instance, in Wendelstein 7-X and a Helias reactor) only a pair of coupled harmonics

dominate. 6,10

It is of interest to know the conditions of when the structure of a gap mode is multi-

harmonic. Below we obtain them, assuming that there is only one dominant pair of

coupling numbers (it, v). Then the radial profile of a corresponding eigenmode will have

maxima at the points satisfying Eq. (5). Let us calculate the distance between the maxima.

With this purpose we consider a pair of han-nonics with the mode numbers m, no and

ml, nj, such that their normalized longitudinal wave numbers axe ko = mt - no and
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k = ml - n, ko + A with A = t - vN. The condition ko + k = defines to given by

Eq. (5) with m mo, n = no. In this point ko = -A/2 and k = A/2 = k'. Similarly, we

can consider the pair ml, ni and M2, n2, etc. In general, for the pair M, n and M,,+,, n,+,

(s an integer) we obtain k = 0'(t,,), where t = (n, + vNI2)1(m, + i/2). This leads

to

ts no + (s + 0.5)vN (6)
7% + (s + 0.5)tt

and

t8+1 ta vNm. An. (7)
(m, + p/2)(m. + 3tt/2)'

Equation 7) can be written as follows:

t8+1 ts (vNm4, An,)t,,+, (8)
L' (n, + vN12)(n, + 3NI2)'

In order to analyze Eq. (8), we consider separately two cases, v 0 and v� 0.

At first, we take v = . Then

t8+1 Ls
-t8+1 (9)

n,

In weak-shear systems Wendelstein 7-X a Helias reactor) with - t(a - (O)]/t(O) <

1, where a is the plasma radius, the left-hand side of Eq. 9 is much less than unity,

whereas the right-hand side is not small for n - 1, - 1. Therefore, in such systems a

gap mode with n - , v = consists of a single pair of wave harmonics. Let us assume

that Jr,+, - rJ < r,. Then, writing t,+, ts = -Ats(rs+l - r,)/r, and using Eq. 9 we

obtain:

r,,+, t8+1
< (10)

r, n, 

As expected, Eq. (10) requires a significant shear, especially, for n - I modes. It can

be most easily satisfied for low (high safety factor), which is typical for tokamaks and

many stellarators (in particular, for core plasmas in LHD). However, Eq. (10) represents

a necessary but not sufficient condition for the multi-component structure of the mode.

Another important condition is that, at least, several local frequency gaps for different 
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must overlap, wich implies that w. must be approximately constant in the region where

the mode is localized. This is often the case in tokamaks but not in stellarators, where

t typically increases with the radius [the made statement becomes clear if we take into

account that w, oc tr-)/jn,(r.) with ni the ion density]. We conclude from here that

a multi-component v = 0 AE (for instance, a TAE mode, which sometimes is called a

"global" TAE because it occupies a significant region in a plasma) typically cannot exist

in stellarators. As an example, we consider the n = 2 TAE gap in LHD shot 24512, see

Fig. 2 We observe that the local gap frequencies considerably grow with the radius even

in the region where the plasma density is almost homogeneous. As a result, the "global"

gap is closed, i.e., any straight line inside a local gap strikes AC in the vicinity of the local

maximum located to the right.

Now we proceed to the case of v :- 0. It follows from Eqs 7 and (8) that the

condition Ir,+l -,r8j < r is satisfied for

> vNm,, An, (11)
� (m, + 1. 51L) (n, + 0. 5vN) � -

Equation (11) requires unrealistically large shear unless n > vN. On the other hand,

the condition w. ;z� const is well satisfied in a wide region for MAEs and HAEs unless

the plasma density strongly changes in this region. Therefore, multi-component "global"

MAEs and HAEs are possible when the mode numbers are very high. When n < N a

mode with v -7� 0 consists of only one pair of dominant harmonics.

The presence of several considerable coupling parameters (c(Ol") with I the integer),

as we have already mentioned, shifts the gaps in AC and, thus, affects the eigenfrequen-

cies. In addition, it complicates the harmonic structure of AEs in stellarators, leading

to "compound modes"." However, the dominant Fourier harmonics are those associated

with the particular coupling parameter responsible for the gap. This was shown in Ref."

by considering the influence of the largest coupling parameter [the helical parameter C(21)I

on MAE modes in a Helias reactor. Therefore, one can say that the compound modes

consist of main harmonics and satellite harmonics.
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B. Resonant circulating particles

The particle magnetic drift motion in stellarators, in contrast to tokamaks, is deter-

mined by many Fourier harmonies of the magnetic field strength. Therefore, in general,

there are many groups of the resonant energetic ions that drive Alfv6n instabilities in

stellarators. In current experiments on stellaxators with the neutral beam injection, the

population of the energetic ions consists mainly of circulating particles. Therefore, below

we restrict ourselves to these particles. Then the resonance condition can be written as

follows:9,10

[(,m ± p)t(r - n ± vN)]v", (12)11

where is the mode frequency; m, and n. are the mode numbers defined in Sec. II A;

V` is the longitudinal resonant velocity; and v, r = 1 2 3. , are the "resonance"

coupling numbers, i.e., the numbers characterizing Fourier harmonics of the magnetic field.

Each equation corresponding to a given subscript "r" represents a resonance associated

with one of the harmonics of B.

The magnitude of w for a gap mode depends on the location of a corresponding gap

in the Alfv6n continuum. Let us assume that the mode consists of several considerable

Fourier harmonics coupled by the only set of the coupling numbers, (M, v). Then the

mode aplitude will have maxima located at r, determined by Eq. (5). In these maxima

Eq. 12) can be written as

= -kl"(r, ± 2k,(r.)1Vres, (13)11

where k = (pt-vN)1(2Ro), kO = pt-vN)1(2Ro). Note that when obtaining Eq. 13),

we have taken into account that mt - vN = - vN)12. We assume that the gap

is narrow. Then there is a point ro where one of the maxima of the mode amplitude is

located and where w ;zt5 I kw (o I VA (rO) Combining this equation with Eq. (1 3), we obtain

the resonant velocity as

Vre8 k,(r.) kl"'(ro)
VA(ro) 1 ± 2 ki- (r.) k1- (r.) (14)
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Note that in the particular case of a well-localized TAE mode in an axisymmetric

plasma, Eq. 14) yields a well-known result, IV r e I= VA and IVr,,l = VA13. It follows from

Eq. 14) that TAEs with a multi-harmonic structure can considerably interact also with

particles having the resonant velocities larger/smaller than VA and VA/3 by a factor of

to/t, [when kr(r,, = (r,)].

Equation 14) describes the influence of the finite width of the region where a mode

is localized, Ar,,,�d, on the resonant velocities. Below we Show that finite Arod, can

be important even when the mode consists of a single pair of Fourier harmonics. With

this purpose, let us consider a well-localized TAE mode and assume that the maximum

velocity of the energetic ions, vo, is less t han Alfv6n velocity. Taking mt. - n I VA. / Ro,

we obtain from Eq. 12):

Vres VA* Imt - nj
11 _11+ 26(r)] [mt(r - n'

where 6(r) = T-0.5t/(mt - n) - 1. One can see that there exist the mode numbers m, n

for which 6(r. = and IV7,eq (r. I= VA. > vo. This implies that there are no resonant

particles at r = r* for these mode numbers. However, 6(r.) �/ 0 when r r., which can

provide the fulfillment of the resonance condition in the case of 6(r > in the region

inside Arn,,&. For instance, t = 04 for the TAE mode with m = 3,-2 and n = -1.

The counter-propagating beam particles vjj < 0) can interact with the m = 2 harmonic

at r r,, only through the resonance v... = -VA. Therefore, when vo < VA, no interaction

at r r,, occurs, whereas an interaction is possible in the region where 04 < < .

Such an interaction plays an important role in an LHD shot considered in Sec. IV.

It is of interest to determine the velocities resonant to various gap modes (in particular,

TAE, EAE, and HAE21 modes) in LHD. We consider the case when the dominant Fourier

(10) (21) (31)harmonics of are the toroidal harmonic [CB and three helical harmonics B , CB

C (11) ]. We restrict ourselves to the consideration of the "local" resonance [assuming thatB

Ik1"(ro) = Ik1"(rjj. The obtained dependencies of the resonance velocities on the pitch-

angle parameter A = LPBIE (gp is the particle magnetic moment, is the particle energy)

are shown in Fig. 3 We conclude from this figure that the torodicity-induced resonance

determines the destabilization of the low-frequency instabilities (TAE, EAE) because the
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resonant velocities associated with helicity are very low (which is explained by large N

(21in LHD). However, "non-axisymmetric resonances" associated with CB dominate the

interaction of the energetic ions and the high-frequency AEs provided that E (21) is theB

largest Fourier harmonic of the magnetic field.

III. GENERAL EXPRESSION FOR THE GROWTH RATE OF ALFV*,N

INSTABILITIES

The instability growth rate, y, is determined by the competition between the drive

produced by energetic ions and various damping mechanisms. In the linear perturbative

theory the drive and the damping are represented by additive terms in /. Due to this

fact, it is possible to treat the drive and the damping independently. Below we calculate

the driving part of the growth rate, -y,,,.

It is known that the ideal-MHD AEs are marginally stable, which implies that

f dx E m" . 0, where JjM` is the bulk plasma current induced by the waves, the

tilde labels the perturbed quantities, and the integral is taken over the plasma volume.

On the other hand, the electric field of the Alfv6n waves of interest (characterized by

k1 < ki) is approximately potential, fE -V�P with the scalar potential. For such

waves, as follows from the equation V x 1� 47rc- 1j is the total electric current density),

the scalar product of 1� and also vanishes provided that the radiation from the plasma

is negligible:

d 3Xt 0. (16)

Therefore, when the influence of energetic ions on AEs is small, the instability growth

rate can be calculated perturbatively by using Eq. 16). Writing � wo + 6w (wo is the

eigenfrequency in the absence of the energetic ions, Jw < wo) and taking j � jMHD + a

(the superscript "a" labels the energetic ion quantities) we obtain from Eq. 16), cf. Ref.9:

f d3X? E 27ri f d3X? - E
6W = - - (17)

C2 F_., f d3X V-2 [IVf dx aim"lawo - E A ,. 12 MI/,r2)I40.,.I2]

where V a�Dn,,n/49,r with r defined in Sec. IIA, DIV4�rjM with 4 and Mi

are the ion density and mass, respectively. Note that when obtaining the denominator
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in Eq. 17), we used Eq. (1) and an equation for the ideal-MHD Alfv6n eigenmodes in

stellarators. 6,9

Alfv6n instabilities are usually driven by the spatial inhomogeneity of energetic ions,

but the velocity anisotropy can play an important role, too. Thus, we need to know

both spatial and velocity distributions of the energetic ions. The equilibrium distribution

function of the energetic ions, fo, depends on the constants of motion: F = FO(E, lip, J 0),

where o = vjj1jvjjj, pp is the particle magnetic moment (drift invariant), and J is the

invariant depending on the magnetic configuration. We have to specify J. When the

number of the field periods, N, is large, the drift invariant of the motion of circulating

particles can be obtained by averaging the drift toroidal agular momentum over the

field modulation, which yields" J9 =09'- 4r-'orB3V'rpp)R/(RoM)rPE(r.-')/CUB, whereP P

the superscript "gd' means that a quantity is taken at the particle guiding center, V)p

is the poloidal magnetic flux, B3 is a covariant component of B, WB = eBl(Mc), OB

2wB(B), rp is the particle trapping parameter. For the well circulating particles r.P pti

MRoV2/ (4rApRo), which leads to J9' B3vjj1(DB. Now we note that O = 

t(v x b)'IWB with b = BO/Bo, the superscript ` denoting a contravariant component

of the vector. Then we obtain J z� Op - BIWB. Thus, the motion of the well circulating

particles in stellarators with the large number of the field periods can be described by the

toroidal angular momentum, as in the case of axisymmetric magnetic configurations.

In Eq. 17) P = f d 3V VP, where F is the distribution function of the energetic ions.

In order to find P, we proceed from the following linearized collisionless kinetic equation:

ap + V 49F + e (v x BO) aF
at dr Mc av

e k + 1 (v x f3)' MVj MO + .9pp ao Bo .Mo (18)
M C ag 19V 011p COB3'j aJ

where the subscript "O" labels the quantities in the unperturbed state. It is convenient to

use Lagrangean coordinates, in which case dr/dt = v and dv/dt = v x Boe/(Mc). Then

we can write:

V V11 + VD VL, (19)

ax
X(r) X(r,, + &Jgc 711 (20)
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where VD is the particle drift velocity, VL = VL(e�, COS a + eb Sin a) is the velocity of the

Larmor rotation, is the phase of the rotation, e, and eb are the unit vectors along the

normal and binormal to the field line, respectively, rL = ,)-lbxVL is the vector LarmorB

radius. Using Eqs. 19), 20) and the fact that El, = for the ideal MHD waves, we write

Eq. (18) in the form:

d - Mo B11 c YO
M F + ip- � -+ k3 (eVD t i'WAVJ�11) ftFo, (21)

dt i9lLp B i4.0 ai

- a en
r = - + -T. (22)

M i9E ew

In Eq. 21) the terms describing the Larmor oscillations are omitted. However, the fi-

nite Larmor radius is taken into account: The term proportional b11 has arisen from

(V2
VLrLa-k1o9r'g,=(-iW1WB) LBll/(2c),where ... Jda ... is averaging over Larmor

rotation.

Now we integrate Eq. 21). Keeping only the terms responsible for the resonant wave-

particle interaction, we have:

1 t
-- flF,, d-r eVD - WApi3lj (23)

M f 00 I

Below we will show that due to the presence of the term proportional to h1l, the integrand

in Eq. 23) can be expressed through the vector product of two equilibrium quantities,

the field line curvature r. and b. With this purpose, we eliminate fast magnetoacoustic

waves from the consideration by using the following equation:

1 -
ii + 47r BoBll ;:t; 0, (24)

where is the plasma pressure. This equation implies that the Alfv6n waves weakly

disturb the total pressure of the plasma and the magnetic field, which was shown for

stellarator plasmas in Ref."3. Then we assume that the plasma is incompressible, which

leads to = i I VpOlw (ii I cB6-'[k x b] is the plasma hydrodynamic velocity) and

obtain F31, from Eq. 24 as

47ri c
B11 - W2- (bxVpo) E- (25)
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Using Eq. 25) and VD WB-lb V 2r. +,4pVBO/M r = B�2 I B2/2 + 47rpo) we

obtain:

VD ie-1wApf3j = w-1 (V2 + 0.5v')(bxr.) (26)

Now we put Eq. 26) into Eq. 23), which yields:

e I% dt'wB-I V2+ 05v 2 [b X K(T) - k(T)j,=ttI_ (27)
M TO ( 11 I

The energy exchange between the energetic ions and the waves is given by

d'x-'.k=e d'xd3VW-I(V2 V2

0.5 )(b x .) P. (28)

When writing Eq. 28), we have taken j e f d'v VP and used the average value of

V E given by Eq. 26). We neglect the variation of the particle velocities during orbital

motion. Then the spatially dependent part of the integrand in Eq. 28) can be presented

as a product of P and X 1� with =_ (b x rIB. We expand the quantities in this

product into a Fourier series according to Eq. (1). Then the angle averaging enables us

to write:

3X P(X. fE) 3XF n",(X. (29)
f f mn-Tnn

To determine (K k)mn, we expand the field line curvature in a Fourier series as follows:

= : Xp, (r)e'O"'I", (30)
P'S

where p and s are integers. Then, using Eqs. (1) and 30), we find

(X E)M'n Xps - Em-pn+s. (31)
P's

We have to specify the particle orbits in order to calculate mn. As in Ref.9 we

neglect effects of the orbit width and assume that 19(T = 9 + wo-r and �o(r) = W + w,,r,

where w = const and u.. = const are the frequencies of the poloidal and toroidal rotation,

respectively. Then Eq. 27) yields:

Fm,. = c 2 + 0.5V2 ) flFo E XPIS ' Em-pn+s (32)
P'S i(w mw,& + w,)'
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Finally, combining Es. 17), 28), 31), and 32), we obtain the desired growth rate

as follows:
(V2 V2)2ftFor

..... f drrf d'v + 0.5 _P" I XP"' - E ..... 126(Qp.
2iT2M 11 J- mn (33)

E.,. f dr rfy�' [I DM,n 12 (7n2/rl) 14'.,n 12

where

QPmn = - m + p)wo + (n - s)w,, (34)

and the velocity integral should be taken over the region corresponding to circulating

particles.

The operator ft in the variables E, p and J is given by Eq. 22). When the par-

ticle energy well exceeds E, - MIM,)113T" where T, is the electron temperature, the

Coulomb collisions change the particle magnetic moment, but A = tphlE is weakly af-

fected. Therefore, it is convenient to use A instead of tip. In addition, because the orbit

width of circulating particles is small, can be used instead of J. Then F = (, A,

In these variables, the velocity anisotropy gives rise to an additional term in ft:

t = M a - MA a + nP a (35)
aE 9 i9A W(DBt 0V

The expression in the integrand of Eq. 33) can be simplified when Nr 2/R2 1 and

N,3 < 1, which is typically fulfilled in stellarators. In this case the terms proportional to

B3(ip) dominate X E; therefore, X E IE - K2EI, which leads to

Ix E 12 _Zt� I iKii all-, + MKI-tmn 121 (36)
P's mn r2f32 I ar

where , =- K,;p,, Ki =- o;p,,, K, and rO are covariant components of the p, s harmonics

of the curvature.

The curvature harmonics can be expressed through the harmonics of the magnetic

field strength, except for the harmonic n,;OO. Therefore, it is convenient to write in a

form that corresponds to given by Eq. 2):

1 00
r. - E r.,,,, exp ijzV - i vN V). (37)

2 JI'V=-00
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On the other hand, the main Fourier harmonics of the magnetic field strength are pro-

portional to cos(IA - vN�o), i.e., c/Av) in Eq. 2) are real and ctlv) (_ A' ). In this caseB B �'�B

Eq. 2) is reduced to

GA-)= 3[1 + co(r) + 1: cB (r) cos(AV - vN�o)], (38)
p'V7W

where co(r = c(')/2, and the sign of jL is fixed (we will assume 1 > 0). Then Ki

0-5 EIAv Kr;1Av6±jAp6±vN,-s, and KI 0.5i Elv jLc(tB_)6±1Ap5±vN,-s- Taking this into account

and using Eq. 34), we can approximate the quantity , lKp,,, E,,,,,,J26(Qp,9 in Eq. 33)mn

as

126(Qps (lAv) a'l)mn 2mn i1LCB MK 4)mnXp,. E.,n 4r2B2 E ar 1401PIS IAVj

X 6 QP'S (39)
mn)1p=31As=-jvN'

where j = ±1.

Let us consider the energetic ions consisting only of beam particles and characterized

by very aisotropic pressure, pbl > Pb , (the subscript "b" labels the beam particles),

3V V2Fso that we can define b as b 81rpbII/B = 87rMb f d 11 O/B2. We assume that

F = F(r, v, X) with X = - A (VI, /V)2 . Then, basing on Eqs. 33)-(39), we can write

the growth rate in a form convenient for the practical use as follows:

2 (0)

'Yb 7r,3b(O)vA32a2w Em,. fo dp p I 2m'.12 + (M2/p2) 14'mn I n�(p)/ni(O)

d 2ap Jj,,('v)V mk P; IAIV DM (40)B mn n I Q,
mnt&,Pj 0 

where p r/a a the plasma radius, DMn 8'1'mn/aP7 Np;A = afBG-)lap for 0,

54 0,

Q [2 du U4 dX X 2 Fo(r = U ]

X21-11,1F.-ff 2 2)2 a a W*b
X IWIf du (u + W I + +U Fo (r, u, X,), (41)

1.1 au UXr fix-, W

u v/vo with vo a characteristic velocity of injected ions, w = Vre_9(p)1V0' Vres (P)

V2wl(k.n + 2jk'Av), Xr = w/u is the resonance pitch angle, *b = n (WBtr)_'aln(Fo)1ar,

Eff is determined from the condition that the particle trapping parameter equals unity
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For the parallel neutral injection in plasmas with a large aspect ratio, most energetic ions

typically have pitch angles close to unity, in which case Q does not depend on cff.

The term proportional to the pitch-angle derivative in Eq. 41) is minimum when

2Xr - 1, but it can play a considerable destabilizing role for smaller pitch angles. For

instance, the drive produced by the velocity anisotropy overrides the damping caused

by the negative velocity derivative (,9FOI& < 0) when FO x v6(x XONVO V)

20(,q(x) = ff.ft)dy is a step function) and w < JXo < 077. More realistic beam

distributions have weaker velocity dependence, which increases the interval of the particle

pitch angles for which the anisotropy drive exceeds the damping. The effect is the largest

for instabilities driven through the resonances involving the beam particles with velocities

v < vo. A simple example of a more realistic distribution is

Fo = nb(r) 6(X XO)'q(VO - V), (42)V3 + V3

where nb is the beam density, v = (1.33Men-1 r 1/3 VT,

, e -, n,Z2/Mi) with v, ��IMe.,

Zi is the charge number. Then we obtain for JXoJ =/ 1:

W 2 W.b ( 1 12 .2

Q 2(i + 43A T2IX0 O/W3) W 0

+ 1 3 _ 2 _ 5 + 2U3 3 2 - X 2) Xo II nb(P) (43)
(1 + U3X3/Wl) �� C 00 1 0 ( �R W nb(O)'

where w < 1, Xow > , u = v/vo, I = 2 l dUU4/ U3 + U3) I ::� 1 for U3 < 1. When
C C

JwJ > I or XOw < , Q = because in this case the resonant particles are absent. We

observe that the second term proportional to u 3is destabilizing, as expected.C

For the special case of X = we get:

W2 3 34 W*b 2 2 - u W ) nb (P)
Q = - W - � (44)

J(J + U3/W3) Lj I 3/W3 nb(O)'

Note that when a mode consists of a pair of Fourier harmonics equally contributing

to the denominator of Eq. 40), and both harmonics are strongly localized, Eq. 40) for

the growth rate is reduced to

7r,3bv2 21f(/A- 2
710cal 64r2w IL B I (45)

J11L1V
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IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF ALFVtN INSTABILITIES IN A

PARTICULAR LHD SHOT

A. Experimental data, equilibrium characteristics, and Alfv6n continuum

In this section we consider low-mode-number Alfv6n instabilities observed during Neu-

tral Beam Injection (NBI) in the LHD shot 24512. We concentrate on the instabilities

with the frequencies in the range of 5 - 0 kHz and the mode numbers 111 = 1 2 and

iml = 23, see Fig. 4 These instabilities were first reported in RefS.1-1,17. In the mentioned

works, a detailed description of the observations was presented, and the Alfv6n continua

were calculated. It was found that the frequencies of the observed modes correspond

to the region of the TAE gap. On this ground, the instabilities were identified a TAE

instabilities. In addition, a guess was made through careful comparison with experimen-

tal observations'," in CHS (Compact Helical System") that the observed n = I modes

were core-localized even and odd TAEs, whereas the n = 2 modes were global TAEs,

although no eigenmode calculations were carried out. In this work, we further investigate

the instabilities: We solve the eigenvalue problem, analyze the mode interaction with the

energetic ions, and calculate the growth rates of the instabilities.

The instabilities were driven by ions produced by NBI. Hydrogen ions were injected

tangentially with the particle energy CO ;�- 150 keV into a helium plasma. The major

radius of the torus in the mentioned experiment was R = 36 m, which was favourable

for the confinement of various groups of the particles." Equilibrium parameters, such as

the electron density, temperature, and the rotational transform, at the moment t = 1.8s

(when the instabilities were observed) are shown in Fig. 5. In these figures, in addition, 

(0 = 87rpo/ Bo) and ob are presented. It follows from Fig. that the beam ion pressure was

very large- it exceeded the plasma pressure i the near-axis region. In addition, it was very

peaked. The shown equilibrium characteristics were calculated with the code described in

Refs. 24,25 . The finite particle orbit width and possible diffusion of fast ions were neglected

in the calculation of b. Therefore, one can expect that in reality the pressure profile of

the energetic ions will be somewhat wider and the central somewhat lower. Figure 
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shows, in addition, the beam velocity distribution calculated with the same code. We can

conclude from here that (i) the beam consists only from the well circulating particles, and

(ii) the most energetic ions are located in the plasma core; therefore, the beam can hardly

lead to edge-localized instabilities.

In order to calculate AC, we need Fourier harmonics of the equilibrium magnetic field

and the metric tensor component g0'0. The dominant harmonics of these magnitudes are

shown in Fig. 6 We observe that 1) is very large at the periphery, which leads to a very

wide HAE21 gap in AC and strongly shifts down all the gaps at the plasma periphery,

see Fig. 7 On the other hand, the average TAE gap frequency [the gap is rather narrow,

A,,, < w. with w. given by Eq. 4)] grows with the radius even at the periphery [although

it is not proportional to t, as predicted by Eq. 4 In addition, we observe that the

characteristic frequencies determined simply by crossing two cylindrical branches of AC

lie inside the gap for r/a < 0.55. Therefore, we conclude that the toroidal coupling (i.e.,

coupling with v =A 0) has a considerable influence only on those TAE modes which are

localized close to the plasma edge (but it is not clear whether such modes exist).

The continuum shown in Fig. 7 is calculated by the code COBRA (COntinuum

6BRanches of Alfv6n waves). It was assumed that the helium plasma is homogeneous

and has ni = 5 x 1012CM-1 . The latter, as it follows from Fig. 5, can be considered as a

characteristic density when n., = n,/2. Below we assume that the plasma consists only of

helium (i.e. we neglect the effect of the injected hydrogen and impurities on the Alfv6n

velocity). Then the picture of AC taking into account the spatial inhomogeneity of the

plasma can be easily obtained from that presented in Fig. 7 by multiplying the shown AC

by j6F31n,(r) with n,(r) given by Fig. .

The considered non-monotonic profile of the plasma density with n,(r) having a max-

imum at r/a ::� 06 is a favourable factor for minimizing the continuum damping in the

region r/a _< 06 (it "helps" to avoid the crossing of the AC in the plasma core with

the horizontal line representing a TAE eigenfrequency). Therefore, core-localized AEs

have more chances to exist a realistic plasma than in a plasma with homogeneous density.

However, this effect competes with the increase of the TAE gap frequency caused by the
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t(r) increase. Therefore, only a direct calculation of the radial structure of AE can give

an answer to the question of whether core-localized TAE modes do exist.

B. Eigenmode analysis and the calculation of growth rates of the instabilities

Although the knowledge of AC is important, the calculation of AC is only the first

step on the way to the identification of the observed istabilities. The next step is to

claxify whether Alfv6n eigenmodes exist. If they exist, we have to compare the calculated

eigenfrequencies and the mode numbers with experimental data. With this purpose we

use the following ideal MHD equations: 6

3(W2 2 M.,.
k - + Q.,.E.,."T, ;V- A2 mn jr

a 3 )2 aEm+iAn+vN

r - (Eg 2,(t' kmnkm+iAar V2 2 B n+vN 2 ar
AV A

a 3 j' ("v) !�tj aEmjAn-vN+ 1: r (Eg 2,(t'v)) km,,,km-jAn-vN 0, (46),gr i)2 2 B 2 ar
AIV A

where Emn = 4)mn/r,

W2 _ 2 ,,2) 2 d (W2)
Qmn +r - (47)

dr 02A A

Equation 46) is actually an infinite set of second-order equations for the wave ampli-

tudes. However, as follows from the above analysis of AC, the toroidal coupling plays a

minor role for the TAE modes of interest. For this reason, we neglect it. In addition, using

Fig. 2 Fig. 7 and the analysis in Sec. 2 we conclude that a TAE mode in the considered

case (if it exists) consists of only few harmonics. This conclusion agrees with the experi-

mental data where the poloidal mode number for the In = instability was determined

to be Iml = 2 whereas the poloidal mode number 1m = 3 was determined for the In = 2

instability. Therefore, it seems reasonable to restrict ourselves to four equations coupled

by E(10) and ). To solve these equations, we use the code BOA (Branches Of Alfv6nB 9

modes).6

We should note the following. The equation for the ideal-MHD AIfv6n waves has a

singularity at the point of the local Alfv6n resonance, r,,,, (determined by the equation
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U) � WA(rres), where WA(r) is a continuum branch). Therefore, strictly speaking, it has

solutions only for completely open gaps in AC, when such a resonance is absent (the

problem of existence of Alfv6n eigenmodes in an inhomogeneous plasma was considered in,

e.g., Ref.'6). Nevertheless, when the resonance is located in the "tail" of the eigenfunction,

i.e., at a radius where the mode amplitude is much less than its maximum magnitude,

this resonance has only a minor influence on the solution. One can say that in this case

the AE exists. In other words, the continuum damping rate is small when the resonance

point is located far in the tail of the radial distribution of the amplitude. When the ideal

MHD equations are solved numerically, a sharp maximum appears at the point of the local

Alfv6n resonance. Therefore, a problem of selecting weakly damped modes arises. In order

to solve this problem without a special calculation of the continuum damping, one should

change the mesh. Then the "good" solutions representing weakly damped modes will

persist, whereas the damped solutions will disappear and new damped solutions appear.

Assuming that the dependence of perturbations on the angular coordinates is given

by Eq. (1)), we consider the modes with m, n < because only they can be destabilized

by the spatial inhomogeneity of the beam ions, see Eq. 40). Note that the modes with

positive mode numbers can be destabilized when the velocity anisotropy of the beam ions

is the main driving factor. However, the considered shot was characterized by the large

pressure gradient of the beam ions, L)*b LI)-, therefore, the velocity anisotropy played a

minor role. One can see that when n < , the mode rotates in the clockwise direction,

which agrees with the experiment. 17

We have made calculations for both n = -1 and n = 2 modes observed experimen-

tally. The solutions showing the existence of two TAE modes with n = 1 (which we refer

to as the n = I mode) were obtained. However, no discrete modes with n = 2 were found

in the framework of the used equilibrium and the used equations. The calculated n = -1

modes are localized around the radius r/a - 13 and have the dominant modes numbers

m = 2, 3. Their eigenfrequencies and the radial structures are shown in Fig. 8. These

eigensolutions were obtained for various meshes, the number of points varying from 100

to 500. Therefore, the obtained solutions indeed describe discrete modes. We observe
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that the TAE mode with lower consists of harmonics with different phases (i.e., this

is an "even" TAE), whereas the higher mode consists of harmonics with the same phase

(an "odd" TAE). This result confirms the guess made in Ref.". Furthermore, the ratio

of frequencies of these modes agrees with the experimental data. Note that the code

calculates normalized frequencies, cD = wR01'DA- If we assume that the plasma consisted

only of helium, we obtain that the calculated frequencies are somewhat less than those

observed experimentally. On the other hand, considering a hydrogen plasma we obtain

the frequencies exceeding the experimental magnitudes (the ratio of Alfv6n velocity in a

hydrogen plasma to that in a helium plasma is vlr2). The best agreement between the

calculated frequencies and the experimental frequencies is reached for a plasma consisting

of a mixture of elium and hydrogen, which was the case in the experiment: A simple

estimate shows that the fraction of hydrogen in the core was rather large. In order to

make this estimate, one should take into account that two hydrogen beams with the total

power 3MW were injected for At - 1.5 s before the instability and that the slowing down

time of beam ions was much less than At, which resulted in the production of a so signifi-

cant number of thermal protons that their density would exceed the helium density unless

the hydrogen diffusion were strong. Moreover, a numerical simulation with the code",'5

shows that even the partly-thermalized hydrogen ions constitute a considerable fraction

of the plasma ions in the plasma core.

Now we proceed to a study of the destabilization of the n = even and odd TAE modes

by the beam ions. Because each mode consists only of a pair of the dominant Fourier

harmonics, we can use Fig. 3 showing the resonant velocities for this case. It follows from

Fig. 3 that the modes are affected by the energetic ions only through the toroidicity-

induced resonance. Another conclusion is that IV ... I ;Zt� VA13, which is considerably less

than the beam velocity vo. However, Fig. 3 ignores the finite radial width of the mode,

Because vo is only a little bit less than VA, the finite magnitude of Ar,,,d, can

provide the interaction between the modes and the particles with �'- 150keV, as was

shown in Sec. 11 B [see Eq. (15) and a discussion after it]. In order to clarify whether

this is indeed the case, we have calculated the resonant velocities in the region where the
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modes are localized, see Fig. 9 We observe that Jw - at r/a - 032 for the even mode

and r/a - 036 for the odd mode. Because the even mode amplitude is considerable and

its radial derivative is large at r/a - 032, one can expect that the finite radial width of

the mode will strongly enhance the growth rate [by a factor of (3vo/VA)' because, roughly

speaking, 7b o 0]. The enhancement of the growth rate of the odd mode should be much

weaker because for this mode both the mode amplitude and its derivative are much less

in the region where JwJ - 1. Direct calculations based on the use of Es. 40), 43) have

confirmed these conclusion. It was found that yblw ;:�5 20,3b(O) for the even mode and

-yblw ;zt� 2,3b(O) for the odd mode.

In the calculations we took the beam density distribution in the following two forms:

nb(r) oc (1-r 2/a 2)2 and nb(r) oc exp[-(r_ro)2/L 2] with Lb 0. 5a, ro = 0. 17a a 70 cm.b

Both these expressions resulted in the same growth rate. They describe density profiles

peaked less than those shown in Fig. 5. These distributions were chosen because the

experimentally observed n = 2 instability with the frequency about 80 kHz indicates

that nb(r) was more broad than that shown in Fig. 5. Te matter is that the mentioned

instability was, probably, localized at r/a - 06 (this follows from the fact that the n = 2

TAE gap with the frequencies - 80 kHz is located at r/a - 06, see Fig. 2 which is

hardly consistent with Fig. 5, where d/drJr=0.6a < d01drJ,-=0.3a- This implies that there

is a mechanism leading to some broadening of nb(r), which was not taken into account

in the calculation of nb(r). On the other hand, the energies of all the resonant particles,

including the particles interacting with the modes through the IvIll = vA/3 resonance,

exceed the energy E, thus, all the resonant particles were well anisotropic (see Fig. 5),

which justifies the use of Eq. 43).

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The work carried out contributes to the general theory of fast-ion-driven Alf-v6n insta-

bilities in helical plasmas and contains specific examples and calculations relevant, first

of all, to LHD. The results of the work can be summarized as follows.

We have shown that "conventional" resonances, i.e., the same resonances that exist
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in tokamaks, determine the interaction of the energetic ions and low-frequency modes in

LHD plasmas (e.g., TAE modes). On the other hand, "non-axisymmetric" resonances'

are important for the high-frequency modes (various HAE modes and TAEs), especially,

for the modes localized in the plasma periphery.

It is predicted that finite radial width of an Alfv6n mode can strongly enhance the

instability providing the interaction of the mode and most energetic particles in the case

when such an interaction is not possible in the local approximation.

Because of a significant shear, the gaps in the low-frequency part of AC of LHD plasmas

(in particular, the TAE gap) are characterized by a multi-harmonic structure, like in

tokamaks. With such a structure of the gap, the multiple-harmonic TAE modes ("global"

TAEs) usually exist in tokamaks with monotonic safety factor profiles. In contrast to

tokamaks, the shear in LHD and other stellarators is usually negative. For this reason,

AEs residing in such gaps typically consist only of a pair of dominant harmonics.

This conclusion, drawn from a qualitative consideration, was confirmed by numerical

calculations carried out for the LHD shot 24512. In the mentioned shot an Alfv6nic

activity was observed with the frequencies in the range of 5 - 0 kHz during tangential

NBI.16,17 The eigenmode calculations carried out with the BOA code' have shown that

there are two discrete n = 1 TAE modes, the ratio of their frequencies being 12, which

agrees with the experimental data. The magnitudes of the calculated frequencies (but not

their ratio) depend on the composition of the plasma. In the considered shot a hydrogen

beam was injected into a helium plasma. According to the estimates made, the fraction of

hydrogen was significant in the plasma core. The assumption that the hydrogen fraction

was about the helium fraction leads to the frequencies corresponding to the experiment.

The lower calculated mode represents the "even" TAE, and the "upper" mode is the "odd"

one, as in tokamaks, which corresponds to a guess made in Ref.17. Note that the "odd"

mode was observed only recently in tokamaks, in experiments on JET (Joint European

Torus 27).28

The obtained radial structure of the n = 1 TAE modes enabled us to calculate the

growth rate of the instabilities driven by energetic ions. It was found that the growth
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rate of the even mode instability exceeds that of the odd mode by a factor of 10. The

enhancement is associated with the finite radial width of the mode, which "switches on"

the interaction of the mode and the particles with `S 150 keV.

The growth rate of the mentioned n = instability was calculated with the use of a

general expression obtained in the work. This expression takes into account the finite mag-

nitude of the perturbed longitudinal magnetic field (thus, it generalizes a corresponding

expression of M.') and has a form convenient for direct calculations.

Note that we have not calculated the mode damping rate, which should be done in

order to obtain the threshold density of the energetic ions.

In addition to the described n = mode, an n 2 mode was observed in the same

LHD shot. However, we failed to find discrete eigenmodes with In = 2 in the TAE gap.

This may mean that the equilibrium model we used is not sufficiently good at the plasma

periphery. A crucial factor, which affects the existence of TAE modes with the mode

numbers In = 2 Iml = 3 and 4 is the radial dependence Of L(r) at r/a Z 0.5. Smaller

sheax in this region would facilitate the existence of the eigenmode.
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FIG. 1. Characteristic frequencies of gap modes in LHD determined by Eq. (4). Notations:

subscripts at "HAE" denote the mode coupling numbers, 1z and v.
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FIG 2 Low-frequency part of Alfv6n continuum for n = 2 family modes (i.e., only modes

coupled with the n = 2 mode are taken into account) of the LEID shot MI2 but for constant

ion density, ni(r) = X 1012 CM-3 . Two gaps in AC are clearly seen: TAE, (1, 0), and EAE,

(2, 0). The numbers - , - 2, . .. below the TAE gap denote the poloidal mode numbers.
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helical Fourier harmonies of the magnetic field strength in LHD: (a), for TAE modes; (b), for

HAE21 modes.
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FIG. 4 Power spectrum of magnetic fluctuations in the LHD shot 24512 at t 1.8 s 17
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FIG. 5. Calculated equilibrium parameters versus radius in the LHD shot 24512 at

t = 1.8 s: (a), the rotational transform, and 3; (b), the electron density and temperature; (c),

the distribution function of the beam ions.
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of the metric tensor (b) in the LHD shot 24512.
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FIG. 8. The calculated even and odd TAE modes in the LHD shot 24512. The ratio of

eigenfrequencies is 1236, which agrees with experimental data.
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